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VECTORWORKS ARCHITECT 
Space Label Tool 
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Vectorworks offers the ability to have three 
space labels associated with each space with 
each one placed in a slightly different location as 
required. For example, the Construction Plan 
may show both Space Name and Space Number 
surrounded by a rectangular shape whereas a 
Furniture Plan may only need the Space Name 
but may need to have the label moved to the 
side a bit.  Following are directions for setting up 
the Space label.   
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Figure 01 Space Settings dialog 

SET UP  

2

PRIOR to placing any spaces, do the following:  
1. Double click the Space Tool, when the 

dialog opens, select the Advanced Settings 
pane. (it’s at the bottom of the list) 

2. In the center pane, near the top, check the 
box “Enable Multiple Labels” (Fig. 01)  Once 
the box is checked, you’ll see additional 
Space Label options added to the list.  (Space 
Label 1, Space Label 2 and Space Label 3.) 

3. In the center pane at the bottom, under 
“Space Properties on Object Info Palette:” 
place a check mark next to Space Label 2 
and Space Label 3. (Fig. 04) 

4. Select the 2D Attributes pane, when the 
dialog opens, in the lower pane Leader Line, 
create a class called Space-Leader Line or 
similar. (Fig. 02).  

5. The next step is to create classes for each of 
the three space label options so their 
visibility can be controlled in a viewport.  
From the pane on the far left, select Space 
Label 1. 

6. In the center pane, under Space Label 1, 
insure that “Display Space Label” is checked  

7. Create a class called Space-Label 1 
8. Select a symbol to be used for this particular 

space (this can be changed later on the OIP) 
9. Repeat steps 4 through 7 for the remaining 

two spaces. 
 
Each of the three labels can now be positioned 
independently to allow the designer room to 
place additional information like dimensions, 
wall tags, etc. within the project.  
  
 

Figure 02 2D Attributes 


